(6-4) photoproducts and not cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers are the main UV-induced mutagenic lesions in Chinese hamster cells.
A partial revertant (RH1-26) of the UV-sensitive Chinese hamster V79 cell mutant V-H1 (complementation group 2) was isolated and characterized. It was used to analyze the mutagenic potency of the 2 major UV-induced lesions, cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and (6-4) photoproducts. Both V-H1 and RH1-26 did not repair pyrimidine dimers measured in the genome overall as well as in the active hprt gene. Repair of (6-4) photoproducts from the genome overall was slower in V-H1 than in wild-type V79 cells, but was restored to normal in RH1-26. Although V-H1 cells have a 7-fold enhanced mutagenicity, RH1-26 cells, despite the absence of pyrimidine dimer repair, have a slightly lower level of UV-induced mutagenesis than observed in wild-type V79 cells. The molecular nature of hprt mutations and the DNA-strand specificity were similar in V79 and RH1-26 cells but different from that of V-H1 cells. Since in RH1-26 as well as in V79 cells most hprt mutations were induced by lesions in the non-transcribed DNA strand, in contrast to the transcribed DNA strand in V-H1, the observed mutation-strand bias suggests that normally (6-4) photoproducts are preferentially repaired in the transcribed DNA strand. The dramatic influence of the impaired (6-4) photoproduct repair in V-H1 on UV-induced mutability and the molecular nature of hprt mutations indicate that the (6-4) photoproduct is the main UV-induced mutagenic lesion.